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E
ndocytosis is used by eukaryotic
cells to perform a wide range of
functions, including the uptake
of extracellular nutrients and
the regulation of cell-surface receptors,
as well as by toxins, viruses, and micro-
organisms to gain entry into cells (1).
Endocytosis actually encompasses many
different processes, such as phagocytosis
of large (250 nm) particles as well as
pinocytosis of large volumes of fluid (2).
One of the most important endocytic
mechanisms is a receptor-mediated
process whereby the plasma membrane
binds specific macromolecules and
smaller particles by means of specialized
receptors, invaginates around those par-
ticles, and then pinches off to form
small vesicles. Receptor-mediated endo-
cytosis had been thought to be assisted
by specific proteins, either clathrin or
caveolin, polymerizing into a spherical
shell around the invagination (3).
Recently, however, evidence has arisen
for a different, clathrin- and caveolin-
independent route by which endocytosis
may occur (4, 5). The understanding
and quantitative analysis of the mecha-
nisms underlying receptor-mediated en-
docytosis have important implications
for not only viral pathogenesis but also
the delivery of macromolecules and
nanoparticles for intracellular imaging
and targeted therapies (6).
A Model for Clathrin-Independent
Endocytosis
The key process of endocytosis is the
formation of the vesicle wrapping the
particle, which requires mechanical
force. Despite the essential role of
endocytosis in biology, much of the me-
chanics behind it remains elusive. Al-
though clathrin alone can, under certain
conditions, assemble into a caged struc-
ture, it may not be the major driving
force for membrane deformations dur-
ing endocytosis. The macromolecular
assembly with which clathrin associates,
however, does contain proteins that can
deform plasma membranes to the de-
gree required (7). Clathrin-independent
mechanisms are still rather poorly un-
derstood. The study in a recent issue
of PNAS by Gao, Shi, and Freund (8)
sought to predict the particle size range
and kinetics of clathrin-independent en-
docytosis in a rather general and elegant
way, advancing the quantitative
understanding of endocytosis, viral
budding, and possibly other vesicle-
associated biological processes.
In their study, Gao et al. (8) present a
mechanical model of endocytosis by
considering a particle displaying immo-
bilized ligands gradually attracting and
binding receptor proteins on a plasma
membrane. The initial binding event
nucleates a patch of bound receptors,
which holds the particle to the mem-
brane. Unbound (free) receptors on the
plasma membrane diffuse toward the
edge of the patch and bind particle li-
gands there, bringing more of the mem-
brane into contact with the particle until
the entire particle is engulfed by the
plasma membrane (Fig. 1). This process
serves as a simple model for the more
complicated reactions that occur during
endocytosis while retaining much of the
interesting dynamics. It is what happens
at the boundary of that invagination
that dictates these dynamics. Gao et al.
assume that all of the free-energy dissi-
pation arises from receptor diffusion,
which means that the binding of recep-
tors onto the engulfed particle entails
no free-energy change; this assumption
is equivalent to saying that the bound
and free receptors are in equilibrium at
the boundary of the contact zone. With
these assumptions and other minor ones,
Gao et al. were able to predict the size
range of particles that could internalize
by means of an endocytic pathway and
the associated kinetics (summarized in
table 1 of ref. 8).
Salient Features of the Model and the
Scaling Laws
The salient features of the model pre-
sented by Gao et al. (8) can be under-
stood by simply considering equilibrium
between bound and free receptors at the
boundary of the contact zone, which is
fulfilled whenever receptor diffusion is
rate-limiting. The concentration of un-
bound receptors  just outside the con-
tact zone is then
 eUL, [1]
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Fig. 1. A schematic illustration of the receptor-mediated endocytosis and viral budding processes. In
modeling clathrin-independent, receptor-mediated endocytosis, Gao et al. (8) assume that once binding
between a particle and the plasma membrane is initiated, the particle with immobilized ligands attracts
and binds to progressively more receptors on the cell surface. Depletion of free receptors in the vicinity
of the contact zone drives diffusion of receptors toward the zone, where they bind particle ligands,
bringing more of the membrane into contact with the particle until the entire particle is engulfed by the
plasma membrane. With some modifications, this model may be applicable to other biological problems,
such as viral budding, in which the viral capsid is wrapped outward into a vesicle by means of membrane-
bound envelope proteins.
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with L the ligand concentration and U
the free energy change, in multiples of
kBT, that is gained from the binding
event and concentrates receptors in the
contact zone. U here is the chemical
energy eRL released by receptor binding
corrected by the elastic bending energy
12(Bp
2L) (9): i.e.,
U eRL
1
2
BP
2L, [2]
where B is the bending rigidity of the
membrane, and p is the local curvature.
Clearly, we must have   0, with 0
the far-field concentration of unbound
receptors, to drive those receptors toward
the bound patch, so a good estimate of
minimum radius Rmin for wrapping is
given by setting   0 in Eq. 1 [which
leads to U  ln(0L)] and, using Eq.
2, resulting in
Rmin B2eRL ln˜ L [3]
for cylindrical particles and
Rmin 2BeRL ln˜ L [4]
for spherical particles, with ˜  0L.
For ˜  0.01–0.1 and eRL  15, as as-
sumed in ref. 8, ln˜ is between 2.3 and
4.6 against 15, so its effect on Rmin is
rather small. Note that Rmin given in Eq.
3 is very similar to that in Gao et al.
(equation 24 of ref. 8).
As R increases from Rmin, receptors
right outside the contact zone will be
depleted, increasing the concentration
differential, which drives receptor diffu-
sion toward the contact interface. In
other words, a larger R results in a
smaller , which speeds up receptor
diffusion and thus particle wrapping.
Once the change in U rises far beyond
order unity, however,  becomes essen-
tially zero, and increasing R only in-
creases the number of receptors that
have to diffuse to the particle to en-
velop it. Thus, we expect the optimal
wrapping radius R* to yield an energy
change UkBT of a few kBT. Near R 
Rmin, a one kBT increment in free en-
ergy results in an 3% change in R.
Indeed, the values of R* in table 1 of
ref. 8 are 12–25% higher than the re-
spective Rmin, implying 4–8 kBT of en-
ergy driving receptors to bind ligand.
We note that a 10-fold change in the
unbound receptor density 0 gives rise to
a 2.3-kBT energy difference, which rep-
resents only a minor perturbation to
Rmin, so minimum and optimal particle
sizes are rather insensitive to the value
of 0.
Because all of the receptors bound to
ligands must come from the vicinity of
the particle, the diffusion of those re-
ceptors provides a good estimate for the
time t* required for fully enveloping and
ingesting the particle at hand. In this
process, receptors are recruited from an
area that is roughly the contact area
divided by the receptor density ratio ˜.
In the case of cylindrical particles, the
characteristic length scale l for the re-
ceptor depletion zone is given by l 	
R˜. In the case of spherical particles,
we have l 	 2R
˜. This length scale,
reached by diffusion of receptors, de-
fines a wrapping time t* 	 l2D, with D
the diffusivity of receptors. These scal-
ing arguments give estimates quite com-
parable to results in ref. 8.
Toward a General Quantitative Model
for Endocytosis
The more detailed consideration of en-
ergy balance, together with an elegant
mathematical formulation, allowed Gao
et al. (8) to predict the optimal particle
size for endocytosis in a minimal cell-
based system. Although their model is
applicable to a wide range of particle
internalization problems, including viral
entry and the cellular delivery of nano-
particle probes, it can be further im-
proved by considering more physiologi-
cally relevant conditions. For example,
effects of osmotic pressure and differen-
tial surface tension observed in cellular
experiments can be modeled by using a
simple per-receptor energy correction
(10). More importantly, the ‘‘particle’’
being ingested can be defined rather
broadly: all that is required is the
growth of a macromolecular complex,
such as a clathrin cage, by means of ac-
cretion of laterally diffusible compo-
nents. We believe that the model is
equally valid for invaginations outward,
as during budding of animal viruses in
the last stage of their replication (Fig.
1). As Gao et al. indicate, the model can
be modified to include the effect of
clathrin and other envelope proteins. In
fact, clathrin diffusion to the contact
zone is from the cytosol and thus is
much faster than the intramembrane
diffusion of receptors, so by modifying
the free-energy change U in Eq. 2, the
above analysis may still be valid.
The model developed by Gao et al.
(8) has the potential to shed significant
light on the dynamics of vesicle forma-
tion and budding involved in very dif-
ferent biological processes, including
endocytosis, viral budding, and possibly
intracellular sorting and trafficking of
vesicles. It is also likely that quantitative
models such as that developed in ref. 8
can provide significant insight into the
delivery of molecular probes and thera-
peutic agents into live cells.
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The model has the
potential to shed light
on the dynamics
of vesicle formation
and budding.
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